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Living the complete life sometimes means having to put down the flipper and go home to take part
in domesticity. Not that I am in burgatory 24 hours a day, but it takes a little effort to leave the grill all
the way behind (physically and mentally) and engage in the home life. There are times that I go
home and don’t engage properly, which usually ends with my agreeing to do things that I hadn’t
intended. I’ll be happily ensconced in my corner at the house, blissfully staring away, not really
thinking about work or the dozens of household projects that need my attention. During those
moments I tend to agree to anything. So it was that Lori, my beloved wife of nine years, asked me to
sign up with her for a marriage building course. The conversation went something like:

“Sweeeteeee? Would you like to take an eight week marriage course with me?”

“Pha.”

“Great! I’ve already registered us! This will be a lot of fun!”

Lots of fun is just another way of saying “you’ll spend eight weeks with all of our friends discussing
inadequacies such as spending all of your time sitting in a corner.”  By the time I realized that I’d
been signed up for the course, it was too late to weasel out. I’m a great weaseler, but this time I’d

have to suck it up and go. We went to the class last night and I could not
help but think of how much it reminded me of the Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings I used to set up working for a church (I was poor, starving, and
willing to piss off the alkies by eating all of their cookies before the
meetings). You get up, introduce yourself and say a little about your
problems. No problem. I got up and stated that my favorite marriage films
are Kramer Vs. Kramer and The Burning Bed. After my wife got
through kicking me in the shins and the other participants had stopped
nodding sympathetically (and offering numbers for marriage counselors),
we watched a short movie about the expectations of the course. The film,
led by a gentleman in a beige and brown polyester pantsuit, was
entertaining. Seriously, Christians get enough crap about being out of
touch dorks and then here comes Uncle 1974 and his Wide World Of

Sports leisure suit. Most amazing was the man’s hair. I’m not hating it, but the hair is impressive
from an engineering standpoint. Shellacked. Davey from the old Davey and Goliath cartoons had
a hairstyle with more movement on it than this cat. I chose to find a mental corner and stare for a
while.

I love being married to Lori. She saved me from a life of myself. Life when I met her was a series of
bad dates, psychotic dates, drugged and found myself hog tied in Utah dates. Home life was
becoming like a cable series in which apartment managers would one day find me buried under a
stack of books, absence unnoticed for days. Neighbors would have said I was quiet. I love Lori
enough to recognize the failings in the marriage and the that it’s “’till death do you both part,” and not
“5 years or 50,000 miles.” We’ll have a fun time attending the course and I’ll have fun dreaming what
sort of head covering Uncle 1974 uses to protect his helmetude from weather and sleep.

*(1/9-Now that my time sleeping on the couch has ended, I feel obliged to put a discretionary
addendum on this post. The course is 2 Becoming One by Don and Sally Meredith {not Dandy Don
the misogynist drunk from Monday Night Football, but a marriage counselor}. I’d also like to give
many props and much love to Bob and Romy Ingles for leading the classes and to FCOG for all that
they’ve done in our community and the world.)
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